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F or the past 10 days, thousands of private citizens have been working around the clock, through informal networks of friends and colleagues, to organize evacuation flights from Afghanistan to ...
Escape From Afghanistan
Though his novels and short stories — published over six decades, beginning in 1934 — are set in an older, more decorous America, he grapples with themes that feel shockingly contemporary.
In William Maxwell’s Fiction, a Vivid, Varied Tableau of Midwestern Life
In recent years machines have learned to generate passable snippets of English, thanks to advances in artificial intelligence. Now they are moving on to other languages. Aleph Alpha, a startup in ...
AI Can Write in English. Now It's Learning Other Languages
Perhaps some of the younger crowd would say 1990, when coal consumption in the U.S. topped 1 billion tons that year for the first time in history. Or maybe a few of the grizzled veterans in our ...
Ending Our 320-Year Affair With Coal
Brexit fishing licences between France and the UK could escalate into a second protest by fishermen in the English Channel, Express.co.uk has learnt.
French fishermen set to STORM English Channel as fresh row about to explode
Kevin’s Natural Foods of Stockton, California seems like one of those classic near-overnight success stories of business legend and lore. The first natural and health-focused refrigerated entrée brand ...
Purpose At Work: How Kevin’s Natural Foods Leads A Clean Eating Revolution
A year and a half after the Boy Scouts of America sought bankruptcy protection amid an onslaught of child sex abuse lawsuits, a Delaware judge is poised to issue a ruling that ...
Judge mulls key rulings in Boy Scouts of America bankruptcy
Orson Welles directs a scene from The Other Side of the Wind On Labor Day weekend, the American independent film industry turns its attention to the Colorado mountain town of Telluride. With passes ...
How Filip Rymsza finally finished Orson Welles’s The Other Side of the Wind
Imagine if you were so fed up with your political leaders that you could get rid of them before the next scheduled election. Well, Californians can.
The key to California Gov. Gavin Newsom's fate
Federer hoped to make history at the tournament. “ The Master: The Long Run and Beautiful Game of Roger Federer ,” a new biography from New York Times tennis writer Christopher Clarey, tells the story ...
Reflections On 'The Long Run And Beautiful Game' Of Roger Federer
Former Secretary of State Mike Pompeo discusses Biden's Afghanistan withdrawal, the impact on America's credibility and how Biden can restore trust with U.S. allies. This is a rush transcript from ...
'Sunday Morning Futures' on American weaponry left in Afghanistan amid Taliban takeover
A: I am running to free California to live, work, and breathe again. The data doesn’t lie: Gavin Newsom failed California. People used to dream of coming to California to pursue freedom and prosperity ...
Q&A: Jenny Rae Le Roux, recall candidate for California governor
With Federer's withdrawal, Nadal's ongoing injuries and Djokovic's quest for the calendar Slam, the final major of the year could represent a turning point in the tennis landscape.
Mailbag: Will the 2021 U.S. Open Signify a Shift in Tennis?
French officials are confident the 2024 Games will have Olympic naysayers eating their words. That's thanks to the city’s abundance of existing first-class venues ... and a connection with the public ...
Paris eyes chance to make the Olympics great again
Last week marked an event of monumental importance to both the cultural fabric of Atlanta and the international music industry at large. Sam Dixon, director of Clayton State University’s acoustically ...
Sam Dixon steps away after 17 years of leading Spivey Hall
She is the first Asian to be given the position in the 352-year ... answer for my art. But I concluded that no matter what the style is, I would try to dance to move people's hearts ― a key ...
First Asian etoile at Paris Opera Ballet shares her journey
Q2 2021 Earnings Conference Call August 3, 2021 04:30 PM ET Company Participants Brian Johnston - IR, Gilmartin Group Glen French - President and ...
Pulmonx Corporation (LUNG) CEO Glen French on Q2 2021 Results - Earnings Call Transcript
In the year since a monster explosion disfigured ... according to Lahoud. "But there are key questions that we still don't have answers to, most notably, what sparked the explosion and are there ...
One year on, political interference besets Beirut blast probe
The U.S. evacuation of Kabul is not really a market story, but it is deeply embarrassing, and an obvious weight upon sentiment.
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